
Phi Alpha Revealed: The Secret of Sigma Alpha Epsilon

I am Louisiana Alpha and nowhere on the web is anyone teaching the true meaning of Phi Alpha.

Necessity compels me to humbly offer it here as a matter of national information security.

If you agree to be a True Gentleman and to live the mystery of Phi Alpha and if you seek the
Wisdom of Minerva and to establish The Kingdom of Heaven on Earth, please let me tell you what
Phi Alpha really means.

"Brighter from Obscurity" as WikiLeaks has reported is nearly the opposite of Phi Alpha. Φαιδροτης
Ασαφεια is indeed the mystery and it contains those elements, but Phi Alpha definitely doesn't mean
"obscurity and secrecy make things brighter and better." I can't imagine that being taught anywhere
in the world.

I share the true meaning of Phi Alpha as Phi Alpha compels. My conduct here proceeds from good
will and an acute sense of propriety and a self-control equal to all emergencies.

We face at present all emergencies. They are all summed up in this flash point: infant babies have
Havana Syndrome in Homeland America. (tinyurl.com/havanababy)

I am here revealing the secret of Phi Alpha that so we may commandeer these and all secret
capabilities and use them in the daylight to protect the children and secure Freedom Forever. Phi
Alpha.

Until we Phi Alpha everything in life, we can expect infant babies and their mothers to remain
unprotected from Havana Syndrome neurostrike weapons while they nurse, etc. Phi Alpha.

Everybody needs to know what Phi Alpha means, now, that we may work together according to
Wisdom to handle all emergencies, now, for good.

Therefore, all the Brothers must approve this disclosure.

Phi Alpha means, "From Obscurity, Light!" or, "Light from Obscurity!"

Phi Alpha means all secrets, all truths are to be revealed.

A Christian sees Phi Alpha as programming for Revelation 22, no more darkness, no more night, no
more curse, no more tears; God will be our Light.

No more secrets, vaguenesses, obscurities, or lies, and no more lack of understanding. Light takes
the field entire. Phi Alpha is The Wisdom of the Resurrection Life revealed to the Initiate.

SAE shares its greatest secret to everyone freely that we may all benefit to live Phi Alpha, and asks:
What's your secret? Why are you even here?!

NEVER FORGET. NEVER FORGOTTEN. NEVER AGAIN. PHI ALPHA!


